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Finite-Element Program for Analysis of
Folded-Plate Bridge Superstructures
FAHIM A. BATLA, PATRICK R. REISNOUR, and DIYAKAR Y. PATHAK

ABSTRÀCT

The behavior of bridge superstructures such
as box girders and T-beams is símiIar to
that of a folded-plate structure. À simpli_
fied finite-element progran, FAp, specifi-
calLy developed for the elastic analysis of
constant depth and straight folded-plate
type structures is presented. BeÍng a spe_
cific-purpose progran, it can be used by a
bridge engineer without the extensive train-
ing, knowledge, and effort that may be re-guired for finite-element prograns developeil
for the analysis of a wÍde range of struc-
tural types. Most of the data for FAp anal-
ysis is generatecl by the program from mini-
mal and straightforh'ard input ínfornatibn.
FAP has been developed with particular em_
phasis on practical design and constructíon
considerations. It has already been used
for the design of several brídge superstruc-
tures. FAp can facilitate the design of
many folded-pl-ate type bridge superstruc_
tures, especially in those cases in which
the design may otherwise be a difficult and
time-consuning effort because of the complex
geonetrical, IoadÍng, support, or construc-
tion conditions. The illustrative examples
presented indicate that the results of anaL-yses usÍng FÀp are Ín good agreernent with
those based on more exact theories and ex-
perimental datå.

The finíte-elenent method of structura]. analysis has
become progressively more practical and economical
as the availability and use of digitat computers

have increased. fn the finite-elernent nethod con_
plicated geometric forms, arbitrary loading and
support conditions, and other structural parameters
can be accurately and readily represented vrithout
extensive use of simplifying assurnptions. This
method, thereforer offers several advantages over
conventional nethods of structural analysis.

In recent years several computer programs based
on the fínite-e1e¡nent method have been developed for
structural analysis and design. These programs hâve
been developed for the analysis of a wide range of
structural- types and usually involve a large number
of variables and compticated and extensive Ínput
data. this in turn reguires a substantial a¡nount of
user effort, computational time, änd conputer capac_
ity, which may not be necessary for the analysÍs of
certain types of structurès for which the nocleling
of the structural behavior can be simplified without
affecting the acceptability of results for the pur-
pose of design.

A large number of structures can be categorized
as folded plates because of their behavÍor under
loads and their cross-sectionat shapes. The spatiat
rigidity of a folded-plate structure is provided by
the out-of-ptane (plate bending) and in_plane (nen_
brane) behavior of its conponent plates, which join
at folds (l-6). The rdidth of these plates beth,een
folds in the transverse direcÈion of the structureis s¡nall in comparison with their respective 1engths
between supports of the structure. As a result, t.he
bending of these plates is predominantly a one_wåybehavíor in the transverse direction of the struc_ture.

The behavior of box girders, T-beams, and sínilartypes of bridge superstructures ís similar to that
of a folded-plate structure. A fÍnite-etetnent cÕm_puter program, FAp, for the elastÍc analysis of
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constant clepth and straight folcled-plate structures
under static loails is presented. The progran is
based on a sírnplified plate-bending finite element
specifically modeling the folaled-plate behavior
(6). As a result, the nunber of computâtions and

vãríables is substantially reduced in conparison
with general-purpose finite-elenent programs' FAP

requíres less computer time and tnenory capacity and

a mininal amount of input data and user effort' It
has been aleveloped with emphasis on the practical
concerns of a structural engineer and facilitates
the design of folded-p1ate type bridge superstruc-
tures in terms of both structural anil functional
considerations. The progran is capable of the anal-
ysis of a folded-plate structure subjected to sur-
face' gravity, or concentratecl loacls; prestressing
forcesi tenperature loading; and arbitrary boun¿lary
conalitions. It has been used for the analysis and

design of folded-plate type bridge supersÈrucÈures
(l-9) and for determination of the lateral distribu-
tlon of wheel loads for mutti-T-bea¡n bridges (10) '

DESCRIPTION OF PROGRÀM

The program is baseil on the displacenent (stiffness)
approach of the finite-elenent method of structural
analysis. The theory and the tlevelopment of mathe-
matical nodels used in the program to represent
plate-bending and mernbrane (plane stress) actions of
cornponent plates of the structure are described in
detail elseythere (6). The following sections pro-
vitle an overview of the development of the sinpli-
fie¿l plate-bending finite-element analysis used ín
FAP' input data requirementsr output of analytical
(response) results, and other highlights of the
program.

Sinplif íed Plate-Bending Model

The ttifferential equations of the classical two-v'ay
plate-bending theory are expressed as follows
(11r12):

M" = -D[(ô2wlâx2)+ p(a2wlay2¡]l

My = -D [¡r(â2wlâ x2¡ + 7a2 wlay2¡l

M*" = -D(1 - ¡r) (ô2w/ðxðxY)

lrhere D is the ptate rigiclity and ¡.¡

ratio.

(1)

is Poissonrs

The basic assunptions used in the develop¡nent of
a plate-bendling rnoclel are as follows (Figure I):

l-. Each finite elenent is rectangulari of uni-
foini thiCkñêssi ãhd ñã-de of an elastic' isotroPic,
and homogenous ¡naterial.

2. The force-displace¡nent relationship is lin-
ear, so that the principle of superposition is valid'

3. The displace¡nent field within each element
can be uniquely defined in terms of its out-of-plane
nodal displacenents.

4. The plate-bending rnonents within each ele¡nent
(Equation 1) can be deterrnined fron its displacement
f ieId.

The following l2-tern polynonial' therefore' nay
be used to represent the displacenent field of the
t\ro-way plate-bending rnoclel shown in Figure 1:

w(x,y)=a1 +a2x+û3y+ a4x2 +asxy+a6y2 ra1x3 *asx2y

+ a9xy2 + aroy3 + o11x3y* c12xy3 Q)

rn light of the dorninant one-way bending behavior of
the plates of a foldeil-plate structure, the follow-
ing addítional assumptions are used in the develop-
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Plate Bending Element

v/ a ,r-/

€y
S¡mpl¡fied Plate Bend¡ng Elemenl

FIGURE I Conventional and simplified
plate-bending elements.

ment of the sinplified plate-bending elenent shown

in Figure 1:

5. The plate-bending strain (à2vt/ayz) in each
plate in the longitudinal (y) direction of the
structure contributes litt1e Èo the total strain
energy of defornation of the structure and therefore
can be neglected.

6. The transverse bending nonent wíthin each
finite element ís constant with respect to the lon-
gitudinal clirectíon of the structurei that is,
âM*/aY = 0.

7. The twisting moment (Mxy) in each elenent
is constant.

'By using these ad¿litional assunptions, the 12-
tern displace¡nent field (Equation 2) is reduced to
the following 6-terrn displacement fielcl:

w(x,y) = gr + B2x+93! + Bax2 + Brxy + þ6x3 (3)

the follo\ding conditions are then used to define the
six-ter¡n ¿lisplacement function (Equation 3) in terms
of the following trounclary disptacements (Figure 1):

1. A! å typical node i, w = -!{it
2. Àt x = 0 and y = b/2, -ðw/à¡¡ = 9o; and

3. Àt x = a and y = b/2r -awlâx = ea.

The final displacenent function for the sirnplified
plate-beniling element is

w(x,y) = [1 - (xl 2a) - (y lQ - (3xz | 2az ) + (xy/ab) + (x3 /â3)l wl

+ [(xl2a) + (3x2 l2a2) - (xylab) - (x3/â3)] w2

+ [(-xl2a) + Q* l2*) + (xylab) - (x3/a3)]w3

+ [(x/2a) + (ylb) - (3x2 l2a2) - (xy/ab) + (x3lâ3)] w4

+l-x+(2x2 la)-(x3 la2)0o+ (x2 lù-(x3 la2)10à (4)

Because the rate of change of aw/ax with respect
to y(a2w/axay) is constant (Equation 4), 00 and 0u

are further related to the nodal angular displace-
ments (ori) as foIlov¿s:

0¡ = (0yr+ 0r+)12

0^=(0yz+0y)12

0y
Convent¡onal

(s)
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The stiffness matrix of the lota1 8-df simplified
pLate-hrending efement is given elsewhere (6).

A 2-df/node rectangular plane st[ess elenent wiÈh
in-plane flexural modes (13) is used in I'AP to rep-
resent the in-plane behavior of the plates of the
structure. The overall representation of the be-
havior of a folded-p1ate structure is therefore
re¿luced from a conventional 6-df,/node idealization
to a  -df,/node idealization (Figure 2).

6 DOF Per Node ConvenÌional Element

x,u+

/sv
/y,v

4 DOF Per Node Simpl¡lied Element

FIGURE 2 Conventional and simplified
elements.

Idealization of Prestressing Forces

Another practical feature of FAP is the representa-
tion of prestressing forces and tendon profiles in
concrete structures. The exact representation of
the variation of prestressing forces along the ten-
clon length an¿l the geometry of tendon profile for
finite-elenent analysis is usually a cornplex and
ti¡ne-consurning effort. For the analysis by FAP' a

prestressing tendon is represented by piecewise
straight segments (Figure 3). The tendon is divided
into as rnany segnents as the nu¡nber of elements
through which it passes. The prestressing force is
assu¡ned to be constant within each segment of the
tendon. This ¡nethocl allows the study of the struc-
tural response under a tendon of arbitrary length

b/2 b/2t-F.-*l

-Pi
\i

Actual tendon ptofile
and lorces in element i

FIGURE 3 FAP idealization of prestressing

forces and tendon profiles.
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and facilitates the optimu¡n use of prestressing
(9). The overall effort of representing the tendon
profile and the prestressing force is also reduced.
The approximation converges rapidly to an alnost
exact condition with the refinement of the finite-
elenent itlealization of the structure. The initial
and final prestressing forces along the tenalon
length are esti¡nated by conventional methods
(f4-16) r the program does not cornpute them.

Idêalizatíon of the Structure anal InpuÈ Reguirements

The finite-element idealization of the structure for
FAP analysis is shown in Figure 4. In order to
understand this idealization and the subsequent
input requirements, certain terns are definecl as
follows:

t. Longitudinal joints are the trånsversê lines
that divide the structure into (ideatized) segments
longitudinally.

2. Nodal lines are parallel to thè longitudinal
direction of the structure and divide the structure
transversely.

3. NÕdes are the location at which nodal lines
intêrsect !.rith longitudinal joints. Node nunbering
is defined once and is sa¡ne for all joints.

4. À segment is a portiÕn of the structure
between tr.ro consecutíve longitudínal joints.

5. Àn elenent is the recÈangular plate portion
of the structure bounded by two consecutive longitu-
dinal joints and nodal lines. Element nunbering is
defined once and is same for all segnents.

6. The structuraL coordinate systen is shown in
Figure 4. To simplify the transformations betereen
the element and structural coortlinate systems' the
y-axis is always parâlIel to the longitudinal direc-
tion of the structurei x- and z-axes are inter-
changeable.

7. The elernent coordinate system is shown in
Figures l- and 2. Again, the element y-axis is always
paralle1 to the longitudinal direction of the struc-
ture. In the elenent coordinate system, x- and
z-axes are not interchangeåb1e.

8. The degrees of freedo¡n correspond to a no¿lal
displacernent due to the deformations of the struc-
ture. Each degree of freedo¡n also refers to the
directíons of loads applied to a node. Each node
can be displaced or loaded four ways: three transla-
tional displacements per load corresponding to x-'
y-, and z-directions and one rotational displacement
per load about the y-axis (Figure 4).

9- Constrained nodes are those at which one or
more degrees of freedom are constrained becåuse of
the physical conditions existing at a support or ín
cases where synnetry is used in the analysis. A

controlled displacementr such as thåt due to support
settlement, is also considered a constraíned degree
of freedom.

(Loñgitudiñãl Oirection ol Slructure)

SeEmeñt 2

Longlludlnal Jolnt 2'-m-. I
,l I "' 1.., I
:'""."15åï1l':':å:iÏ'",

z,L.,F

........* (Transvo,3a Dl.octlon ol
Struclura)

1,o,,,,
Sêgñ6nt 1

Longitud¡nal Jolnl

FIGURE 4 FAP idealization of fokled-plate structure.
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I0. Nodal loads are concentrated loads directly
applied to a node. These loads are índicâte¿l in the
structural coordinate system.

1I. Elenent loads are unifornly distríbuted
surface l-oads on the element. These loads are indi-
cated in the elenent coordinate system. Element
Ioads also include gravity load due to the self
weight of the naterial and forces produced by the
tenperature differential existing across the depth,
width, or the length of the structure.

12. Stagewise analysis is automated analysis of
the sarne structure for varying length, support, ¿¡nd
loading conditions and changes in other structural
pararneters during construction of the structure or
its service life (Figure 5).
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FIGURE 6 Sequence of input
information for FAP.

6. Nodal coordinates indicate the x- and z-
coordinates of each node in the structural coordi-
nate systetn. This information is províded once anil
the nodal coordinates for the whole structure are
generated by the program.

The folloning inforrnatÍon is provided for each stage
of analysis:

7. Stage comment cards are the same as the
structural comnent cards.

8. Stage control data provide the follo¡{ing
information for a particular stage of analysis:
number ôf segments to be included in the stage,
nutnber of constrained nodes, nunber of nodal loail
cases, nurnber of element Ìoad cases (surface loads
in any of the three directions, self weight of the
material, and temperature differential betseen eIe-
ments), and number of prestress load cases.

9. Boundary conditions indicate, at this step,
each degree of freedon of the constrained nodes, as
indicated in the stage control data, lndividually
coded for its constrained or free condition.

I0. Nodal loads provide the nagnitude, location,
and direction of each nodal loaal, according to the
nodal load cases. The term "Ioad" is used for either
an applied force or a displacement condition corre-
sponding to each degree of freedo¡n. ff a degree of
freedon is frèe, the correspondinq load is con-
siclered an applied force; if the degree of freedorn
is constrained, the corresponding load is considered
a forced dispJ-acement including zero displacements.

11. Elenent loads provide the data for three
different types of elenent loads, as required. It
is not necessary that all the elements of a segnent.
or all the segrnents in a particular stage of analy-
sis, be loaded for any elemênt load case.

L2. Prestress loads (tendons) can also be
grouped in different load cases. For each prestress
load case, the following informatlon is provided:
number of tendons in the load case, number of seg-
ments through which each tendon passes, and location
of tendon and average prestressing force within each
element (Figure 3).

Output fnfornation

The output consists of an echo print of all input
data and the followinq response quantities for each

Q of p¡er
I

--------{\*IN
ñ\

Part¡al Box G¡rder Oúring Erectioñ

Q of pier

Completed Box G¡rder Br¡dge

Complete Two-span Cont¡nuous Br¡dge

FIGURE 5 Stagewise analysis,

13. toad case is a particular combination of
loads for which analysis of the structure is desired.

The flowchart in Figure 5 indicates the sequen-
tial order of input data requirements. A brief
description of each reguirenent is as folLows:

I. Structure comment cards are used to provide
information about the structure, which is echo-
printed and has no ínfluence on the analysis.

2. Structure control data provide the following
infor¡nation: total nunber of segnents in the struc-
ture, number of nodes per longitudinal joint, nu¡nber
of elenents per segment, number of segnent types (a
segnent type is defined according to segment prop-
erties, described in the following), and nunber of
stages to be analyzed.

3. Segnent type code indicates the type of each
segment ín the structure in sequential order accord-
ing to its locatíon in the structure.

4. Segment properties provide the followíng
informatíon for each type of segment: segnent wiilth
between longitudinal joints and elastic modulus,
thickness, Poissonrs ratio, and unit weíght of mate-
rial for each element in the segnent.

5. Ele¡nent connections indicate the nunbers of
the two nodal lines that bound each element trans-
versely. The first number refers to node I and the
second number refers to node 2 of the ele¡nent.
These two numbers togethêr establish the element
coordinate system shown in Figures I and 2. This
infor¡nation is províded once and elenent locatÍons
for the whole structure are generated by the program.

SfFUCfURÉ CONTROL DATA

LASI STAGE?

Preslressed Beam

S¡mply Supporied SÞans
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stage of analysis. All information refers to the
load case number, longitudinal-joint nunber, segment
nunber, element number, and nodal-line nunber, as
required. The response quantities are units con-
sistent with the units of the input infor¡nation:

I. Longitudinal in-plane (nenbrane) stresses at
¡nidpoints of the edges of each elenent'

2. Transverse in-plane stressês at the center
point of each element'

3. Transverse bending moments at nidpoints of
thê longítualinal edges of each elenent' and

4. Displacements and reactions corresponding to
each degree of freedom of a node.

The preceding infornatíon is printed on1-y for seg-
ments and longitudinal joints desired by the user.
At the end of Èhe analysis for each load case, the
external equilibrium conditions in the x-, y-, and
z-directions are checked and printed.

Error Messages

Any error Ín the input data for which the analysís
cannot be executed stops the program from further
execution. In this case an error nessage or messages
are printed indicating the possible source of error
to assist the user in locating it in the input in-
format ion.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXA¡{PLES

The complete analysis of various types of folded-
plate structuEes, including stagewise analysis,
loading, and boundary conditions, is beyond the
scope of this paper. The intent of the following
examplês is to provide representative illustrations
of the use and the accuracy of FAP.

Exarnple I

The structure for exanple I is taken from a study by
Goldberg et aI. (17). The di¡nensions and loadíng of
the single-span, simply supported structure are
shown in Figure 7. The structure has diaphragms at
both ends that are assumed to be infinitely rigid in
their planès but completely flexible for out-of-
plane defornations. The elastic modulus and Pois-

¡3"
It
z'-r*!u--r-2"

i l- 17 Rows ì_1

,3", to.l.s=zl' 
, 
3',

FIGURE 7 Example l: single.
span folded-plate siructure
with loading.
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son's ratio are I0r600 ksi and 0.33, respectively.
Tab1e I represents the vertical and horizontal ilis-
placements of point A, as shovrn in Figure 7. These
include the elasticity and experimental results
lu), results based on the simplífied  -ðf/node
plate elernent, and results using the conventional 6-
df,/node plate element (18).

TABLE I Example l: Horizontal and Vertical
Displacements of Point A

Displacement (in.)
Type of
Displacement Elasticity Experimental 4df 6dfb

0.0306 0.0306
0.0146 0.01 50

uTotul ,lf = 8co.
bTotul df= l,zoo.

Example 2

The idealization of a prestressing tendon with a
varying force for a two-egual-span box beam with
synmetrical prestressing is described Ín exarnple 2.
The structure, its FAP idealization, and the ideali-
zation of the tendon profile and the prestressing
force are shown in Figure 8. The representâtive
results of analyses by FAP are presented in Table
2. These resuLts are compared with the results of
accurate elastic analysis consideríng the exact
tendon profile and prestressing force variation
along the tendon length.

Example 3

This example is of a three-ce11, two-equal-span,
sl¡mnetrically loaded box girder (Figure 9l ¡ the
exanple is taken from a study by ScordelÍs (19).
The finite-elenent idealization for FAP is also
shown in Figure 9. The representative results are
presented in Figurês 10, 11, and 12 (in pounds-force
per square foot, foot-pounds per foot, and feet x
10t, respectivêIy) atong with the elasticity solu-
tions by Scorilelis (19) and the results obtained by
using a cornputer prograrn based on a 6-df,/node ele-
ment (6).

POISSON RATIO = O.15
ELASTIC MODULUS = I

Horizontal
Verticai

0.032
0.016

0.030
0.012

e
OF PIER

I

ç.

FIGURE B Example 2:
and prestressing force.

I

-L
I

I

Ir

finite-element idealization of structure
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TABLE 2 Example 2: Representative Results of Prestress Analysis

Reaction
Analysis at A

Stress at B St¡ess at C
(psf) (psf)

Vertical
Deformation Stress at E Stress at F
at D (ftxl00s) (psf) (psf)

FAP 0.3 16
Exact 0.316
Difference(7.) 0

-224.7 23.7

-224.3 23.4

0.18 1.28

369.83
371.11

0.3 5

45.8
44.8

2.23

-228.5
-227.6

0.40

. FAP

' 6 DOF per node element (Ret. 6)

a Elastic¡ty (Ret. l9l

Long¡tudinal ldealization
Diaphragm

l OOO lbs
(Typ.)

3.', 5.5" 8."(Typ,)

I

2 at 9.33 = 18.66 1 3 at 3.1 1' = 9.33'

2f¡.',

Transverse ldeal¡¿ation

FIGURE 9 Example 3: finite-element iclealization of three-cell
box girder.

10OO lbs

. FAP

o 6 DOF per node element
(Rel. 6 ) -55C

-567
-578

À Elast¡c¡ty (net. t g) -572 -600

FIGURE l0 Example 3: longitudinal stresses at point D.

l OOO lbs

x

3 __-/
l''
l"

___':l,

. FAP
o 6 DOF per node

element (Ret. 6)
a Elasl¡c¡ty (Ret. 19)

40.8

FIGURE ll Example 3:

37.7

38.9

38.9

2.3

Longitud¡nal Joints

Fr^rel 1.3.?l Fã:rl b¿!
l,'2.38 I l.3.6zl l8.os| |

l"z¡t I l"¿.tzl l"a ei I looo lbs 
I

--r-----r.---.-l-l

Cross Sect¡on

Elevatlon

FIGURE 12 Example 3: vertical deflection at
center line of span.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The FAP finite-element progran was specifically
developecl for the elastic analysis of constant depth
and straight folded-plate type structures. The
program can facilitate the design of foliled-plate
type bridge superstructures such as T-beams and box
girders. Most of the data for the finite-elenent
analysis is generate¿l by the program from ¡níni¡nal
and straightforvrard input information. The bri¿lge
superstructure can be analyzed under aII the Loading
conditions, which are com¡non in a bridge design and
for arbiÈrary boundary and stagewise erection condi-
tions. The analytical results consist of deflêctions
of the structure, transverse bending mornents' and
in-plane stresses in the component nember platest
which are the practical strength and serviceability
concerns in a design. Being a specific-purpose
program, FAP may be used by a bridge engineer for
the purpose of desíqn of several- types of structures
without the extensive training, knowledge, and ef-
fort that may be required for the use of those fi-
nite-element programs that have been cleveloped for
the analysis of a wide range of structural tl¡pes.
FÀP has been tested, as nuch as is practÍcally pos-
sible, for accuracy of its analysis for the purpose
of design of bridge superstructures.

The FÀP element uses only 4 df/node conpared to a
conventional G-dfrlnode Plate rnodel. The results
from FAP also converge more rapidly to acceptable
results, thus requiring fener nodes for the overall
analysis. These two factors are sígnificantly ad-
vantageous if the saving of user effort, computer
time, and capacity requirernents is to be consldered.
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